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Abstract The momentum and polar angle depended position resolution and hit efficiency in each layer of

BES(/) muon detector are calibrated by using cosmic ray and hadron samples. Based on the calibration

results, the efficiencies ratio function is constructed to separate µ/π effectively and applied in physics analysis.
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1 Introduction

Muon identification plays a crucial role in many

important physics topics at τ-charm energy region,

such as: searching for the pure leptonic decay of

D+
(s) → µ+νµ to measure fD/fDs

, and the study of

the decay of τ− → µ−ν̄µντ, c → µ+νµs̄, where c and

s̄ represent the charm and anti-strange quark. The

momentum of muon from the above decay modes lies

below 1.2GeV/c, an effective identification for low

momentum muons must be required. In this paper,

we present a hit efficiencies ratio method in muon

identification at BES/.

2 The BES/// muon identifier

BES is a conventional solenoidal magnetic detec-

tor that is described in detail in Ref. [1]. BES/ is

the upgraded version of the BES detector
[2]

. The BES

and BES/ muon identifier consists of 189 modules,

each module consists of 8 proportional muon counting

tubes, interspersed with three layers of absorbing iron

shields. It is schematically shown in Fig. 1(a). The

entire muon structure resides outside the solenoidal

coil, and the iron shield is also used as a flux return

for the magnetic field.

Each counting tube has 8 single-wire cells, ar-

ranged in two offset sub-layers to solve the left-right

ambiguity problem. The z-position of the muon hits

is determined by charge division between the two ends

of the muon counter. The φ position is determined by

the tube size. The resolution thus attained has been

5cm in the z-direction, and 3cm in the φ-direction.

3 The selection of cosmic ray sample

A large and pure cosmic ray sample which covers

large momentum range is collected by the BES detec-

tor with ∼1Hz event rate during the data taking. In

the cosmic sample, muons are the main components,

hadrons and other electromagnetic particles are fil-

tered by the iron yoke, only a few percent(< 1%) of

hadron background remains
[3]

. Generally, as shown in

Fig. 1(a), two tracks with opposite charge will be re-

constructed when a single cosmic ray passes through

the detector. The “up-track” traverses from the outer

most detector (muon counter) to the beam pipe whose

azimuth angle φ is less than π; the “down-track” tra-
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verses from the beam pipe to the outer detector whose

azimuth angle φ is greater than π.

The selection of cosmic ray proceeds as follows
[3]

.

There are two charged tracks with good helix mea-

surements in the main drift chamber. The number

of hits in the muon counter is required to be greater

than 3. The total energy deposits in the barrel shower

counter is required to be less than 1.5GeV to reject

the Bhabha events. Each charged track must have

a good TOF measurement. Compared with the col-

lision event, the event start time (T0) of cosmic ray

has a shift

T0 = (T1 +T2)/2, (1)

where T1 and T2 are the measured time-of-flight in

the upside and downside barrel TOF counters, which

are produced by a single cosmic ray track. The T0

calculated in Eq. (1) will be applied to correct the

drift time in the track reconstruction process.

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic view of the muon identi-

fier in xy-plane and an event display for cos-

mic ray; (b) The momentum distribution for

cosmic muon sample.

The track parameters are improved after the T0

correction in the reconstruction. Further selections

are employed to the above sample: 1) If only one

down-track is found, it must be near the interaction

point (IP) by the requirement of |Rxy| < 5cm and

|z|< 30cm, where Rxy and z are the closest approach

of the track to the IP in xy-plane and z direction;

2) The time difference of the two TOF counters is

required to be greater than 5ns; 3) The differences

of the two track vertex are required to be less than

3mm at xy-plane and less than 25mm in z direction;

4) The difference of the two track momentums sat-

isfies ∆p < 0.1× p×
√

1+p2, where p = (p1 + p2)/2,

p1 and p2 are the momentum of two tracks, the fac-

tor of 0.1 corresponds to a 3σ cut with σ being the

momentums resolution. After the above criteria, the

down-track will be an “ideal” muon track. Here and

below, the muon track in the cosmic ray sample is

implicitly to be the down-track. Fig. 1(b) shows the

distribution of momentum for muons in the sample.

Hadron may be misidentified as a muon. Most

of kaons can be easily rejected by using TOF infor-

mation. Pion has similar behavior with muon in in-

ner detectors, and must be distinguished by muon

counter. To study the punch-through of hadrons,

large pion samples from the J/ψ → ρπ and J/ψ →
ωπ+π− are selected. The muon and pion samples

are divided into two categories: one is for detector

calibration; another one goes for the muon ID perfor-

mance checks.

4 The position resolution of muon

counter

The differences in φ and z direction between the

projected and measured position ∆φ = φproj − φhit

and ∆z = zproj − zhit are checked with muon sam-

ples in different momentum range, where the sub-

script “proj” indicates for the projected position to

the muon counter from the inner tracking system, and

the “hit” indicates for the measured position by the

muon counter. As shown in Fig. 2, the position res-

olution in each layer is momentum depended, which

can be parameterized as

σφ,z(p) = a+
b

p−c
, (2)

where σφ and σz are the position resolutions in φ

and z direction, p the momentum of muon, a, b and c

the parameters which are determined from data. The

multiple scattering effect in material is described by

the ∼ 1/p form in the second term of Eq. (2).

The position resolution obtained from cosmic ray

sample only shows the downside information of the

detector. The µ-pair events of e+e− → (γ)µ+µ−

are selected to study the angular uniformity of the

muon counter. The distributions of deviation num-

bers ∆φ/σφ and ∆z/σz in φ and cosθ partitions are

checked for both the µ-pair and cosmic ray samples,
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where the cosθ is defined as

cosθ =
zproj

√

x2
proj +y2

proj +z2
proj

, (3)

where the (xproj, yproj, zproj) are the coordinates of

projected position from the inner tracking system.

Fig. 2. The variations of muon counter position

resolution σφ and σz with momentum in each

layer. The cross points represent the values

obtained from data, and the curves are indi-

cated by the fitting to Eq. (2).

Fig. 3. The average number of deviations of

∆φ/σφ and ∆z/σz in the second layer of muon

detector. (a) and (b), the variations for the

µ-pair events in φ partitions(0 < φ < 2π); (c)

and (d), the variations for both the µ-pair and

cosmic ray events in cosθ partitions.

Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) show the average number of

∆φ/σφ and ∆z/σz for µ-pair events in the φ par-

titions. The variations in φ direction are quite flat

(around 1) over all counters. The deviation number

of ∆φ/σφ and ∆z/σz in cosθ partitions for the µ-pair

and the cosmic ray events are shown in Figs. 3(c) and

3(d), respectively. The variations of position resolu-

tions in θ direction are consistent well for µ-pair and

cosmic ray samples, and can be parameterized as

σφ,z(cosθ)∝ (1+cos2 θ). (4)

Therefore, the position resolution in φ and z of muon

counter in each layer can be factorized as a product

of two functions which are described in Eqs. (2) and

(4). The validation of

σφ,z = σφ,z(cosθ)×σφ,z(p) (5)

are confirmed by the µ-pair events, and will be ap-

plied in physics analysis.

5 The efficiencies of muon hit

When a charged particle passes through the BES

detector, it will lose energy by ionization and/or

interaction with the detector material. The inner

most layer of iron yoke constrains the low thresh-

old of muon momentum to ∼0.55GeV/c. Muons and

hadrons with momentum above the cut-off thresh-

old will have a possibility to reach and fire the muon

detector.

An effective hit in one layer is defined if a hit sat-

isfies |∆φ|/σφ < 4. A good hit in one layer is defined

if an effective hit satisfies the additional requirement

of |∆z|/σz < 6. The hit may occur in single counting

tube or double counting tubes. For a muon candidate,

at least one good hit layer and at least one double-

tube hit is required. This will help to suppress the

noise hits and insure a reliable measurement in muon

counter.

Fig. 4. The efficiencies of n (n =1,2,3) effective

hit layers in the cosθ interval 0.05—0.10 vary

as functions of momentum for muons ((a), (b)

and (c)) and pions ((d), (e) and (f)).

The information in muon detector for a charged

particle can be described by the number of effec-

tive hit layers. The problem becomes to determine
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the hit efficiencies from the muon and pion samples.

Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) show the average efficiencies of

one, two and three effective hit layers vary as func-

tions of momentum in cosθ partitions for muon and

pion samples, respectively. For muon, when the mo-

mentum increases, the efficiency will increase firstly,

and then saturate to a constant for three hit layers; or

then drop to ∼ 0 for one or two hit layers since more

layers are fired at high momentum. The efficiency-

momentum curve for pion will saturate to a constant

at ∼1.2GeV/c, ∼0.9GeV/c and ∼0.8GeV/c, corre-

sponding to three, two and one hit layer. The Lan-

dau fluctuation of energy loss in the heavy and thick

absorber distributes approximately like a Gaussian
[4]

.

The efficiency-momentum curve can be fitted with an

error function (erf(x)
[4]

)

ε(p) =
1

2
εinf

[

1+erf

(

p−pthr√
2σEloss

)]

(6)

for three hit layers or with the difference of two error

functions for one and two hit layers, where εinf repre-

sents the efficiency at large momentum, the slope of

error function σEloss
represents for the standard devi-

ation of energy loss in iron yoke, and pthr represents

the momentum threshold at 50% point of efficiency

curve.

Fig. 5. The εinf , pthr and σEloss
from two hit

layers efficiency curves vary as functions of

cosθ for (a) muons and (b) pions.

The parameters of εinf , pthr and σEloss
for muon

and pion are drawn in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b), respec-

tively. The ionization related parameters pthr and

σEloss
for muon and pion are very similar, both of

them can be expressed as a function of

pthr,σEloss
∝ (1+αcos2 θ), (7)

where the positive parameter α’s can be determined

from data. The εinf for muon is almost a constant over

all range of cosθ except the geometry boundary in z

direction. The drops of εinf at large value of |cosθ|
can be corrected by using the µ-pair sample. With

the increasing of the path length, more interacted pi-

ons will be absorbed by the iron yoke. The εinf for

pion reduced at large value of |cosθ|, and could be

expressed as

επ

inf ∝ (1+β cos2 θ), (8)

where the negative parameter β’s can be determined

from data.

6 Applying the efficiencies ratio

method to muon identification

For a charged particle, the sum of probabilities

of zero, one, two and three effective layers in muon

detector must equal to one. Thus we can treat the n-

layer hit efficiency as a “Likelihood” to do muon iden-

tification. The probability density function (PDF)

can be constructed with the following variables: the

number of effective hit layers, the momentum and the

cosθ of charged track. The likelihood function L will

take the simple form

L (H)≡L (H ;n,p,cosθ) = εH
n (p,cosθ), (9)

where H is the hypothesis of particle (muon or

hadron), εH
n the n-layer hit efficiency in muon

counter, n the number of effective hit layers, p the

momentum, cosθ is calculated by Eq. (3) using the

position information. Generally, the fraction of the

likelihood

F (µ) =
L (µ)

L (µ)+L (π)
(10)

is a powerful variable to discriminate the signal from

backgrounds. For µ/π separation at BES, F (µ) is

just a ratio function of muon’s hit efficiency to pion’s

hit efficiency.

If muon comes from e+e− → (γ)µ+µ− process, or

comes from the decay of J/ψ, its momentum is far

away from the pthr and high enough to fire two and

three layers in muon detector. The dependency of ε
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to momentum and hit position becomes not so obvi-

ous. Thus we have εµ ∼ 100% and επ ∼ 5%. This will

lead to F (µ)∼ 1.

The decay constant fD is an important measure-

ment in charm physics. The momentum of muon in

the rare decay mode of D+ → µ+νµ distributes be-

tween 0.75—1.15GeV/c. The momentum and cosθ

depended ε must be taken into account. To reject

the large contamination of hadron’s punch-through,

at least two hit layers are required. The resulting

muon identification efficiency and pion contamina-

tion rate in different momentum ranges are drawn

in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. The variations of muon identification

and pion contamination rate in different mo-

mentum ranges. (a) At least two layer hits are

required. (b) An additional cut F (µ) > 0.95

is required. The muon and pion samples come

from the real data, the selection procedure is

illustrated in Section 3.

As shown in Fig. 6(b), a requirement of F (µ) >

0.95 is very effective to reduce the contamination

of hadrons, especially for the momentum above

0.95GeV/c. In the fD measurement at BES-/ ex-

periment, the average efficiency of muon identifica-

tion is about 80%, while the pion misidentification

rate is less than 5%. The muon ID efficiency agrees

well with the BES-. measurements
[5, 6]

. After the

successful running in more than ten years, the opera-

tion and the performance of BES(/) muon detector

are smooth and stable.

At BES0
[7]

, we will have 9 layers of Resistive

Plate Chambers (RPC) in the barrel and 8 layers in

the endcap with the magnetic return yokes together

to form a muon detector. The cut-off momentum

threshold reduces to 0.50GeV/c. The updated de-

tector provides more information on the muon track

measurements and requires more reliable muon iden-

tification to match the accuracy of physics. The con-

struction of PDF for likelihood analysis presented in

this paper can be applied in BES0 with the addi-

tional information from muon tracking and the char-

acters of electromagnetic shower in the calorimetry.

The sophisticated methods, such as the artificial neu-

ral network
[8]

and the boosted decision tree method
[9]

,

can also be applied in the particle identification at

BES0.

The authors gratefully acknowledge Dr. MO Xiao-
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